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What are my rights
and responsibilities
as a citizen?

How has the past
influenced today?

Why should
I vote?

How can I make
a difference in
my community?
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Dear Educators,
It’s so important to create and cultivate an environment where
students grow in their capacity to understand the world around
them – both locally and globally.
With IMPACT Social Studies, students will gain building blocks
for critical thinking and analysis as they use inquiry to learn
about history, geography, economics and civics.
IMPACT Social Studies is purposefully designed for YOU – so
you can easily meet your ELA goals by integrating literacy into
social studies, and offers flexibility in resources and the time
you have for social studies.
It’s time to make an IMPACT with your students!

IMPACT IS

VERSATILE

There are days when you have very limited time for social studies. Then, there may
be days when you have time for longer lessons. With IMPACT, YOU get to choose what
lessons to teach, what resources you want to use, how you want to teach and when.
With IMPACT’S unique and innovative resources, you can decide the length of time
to teach, if you want to use print and/or digital and which resources best fit your
classroom needs.

For Teachers

For Students

Teacher’s Edition

Inquiry Journal

Instruction for lessons; pacing
and planning; scaffolded
reading strategies; differentiated
instruction; language learners
support and development and
all you need to teach social
studies in both a print and
digital environment.

Start the inquiry process with analyzing
images and sources; make meaning
through engaging activities with close
reading strategies; citing evidence
to write in response to reading;
Reader’s Theater and more.

IMPACT Explorer
Magazine
IMPACT
Explorer Magazine
Teaching Guide

Extend content tied to the
chapter Essential Question
with a variety of genres with
captivating, real-world stories
and informational texts.

Three-step instructional
model to guide students
through engaging texts
with reading scaffolds to
support all learners.

Research Companion

Explore primary and secondary sources;
use features such as Infographics,
Perspectives, Then and Now and more
to investigate Essential Questions with
informational text reading; excerpts
from authentic literature connected
to chapter content and more.

IMPACT Online

Data management with the
ability to assign tasks and
assessments; personalize
tasks and assessments; group
students; review student
progress and capture student
progress; use presentation
mode to interact with students
and complete lessons.

IMPACT Online

Videos, interactive activities
and features, games, and more.

IMPACT IS

EXAMPLES OF INSTRUCTIONAL OPTIONS

FLEXIBLE
Flexible options let you teach
how you want, when you want.

15 MINUTES
IMPACT provides
short-on-time options
to ensure you maximize
the teaching time you have.

OR

OR

Mix and match to meet your needs and priorities:
Inquiry Journal

Some days you will have more time for social studies than
others. IMPACT was designed to accommodate windows
of time that work best for your instruction. Pick and
choose what works best for you within the time you have.

2

SET YOUR PRIORITIES

Use the Instructional Model of Engage, Investigate
and Report to help guide your planning and
determine your instructional goals.

1

2

INVESTIGATE

3

Want to start with a lesson presentation online? Introduce the
chapter with a video! Need to quickly engage students and
begin work on the Inquiry Project? Start in the Inquiry Journal.
Looking to spend time investigating the Essential Question?
Work in the Research Companion or the Explorer Magazine.
Print and Digital options are available to you!

Citizenship

Fighting for

Women’s Education

Benjamin Rush (1746–1813) is perhaps best known for his political
activities during the American Revolution, which included signing the
Declaration of Independence. He is also known for his career as a doctor,
a professor of chemistry, and a political leader. Somewhat overlooked,
however, are the various causes to which he devoted himself. One of
these causes was the education of women.
Colonial America did not offer many educational opportunities to
women. It was widely believed that there was no need to educate
women beyond the very basics of reading, writing, and math. The Young
Ladies’ Academy of Philadelphia was founded in 1787 and sponsored and
supervised by many of Philadelphia’s male religious and political leaders,
including Benjamin Rush. The academy offered its female students a
wide variety of courses, including writing, English grammar, mathematics,
geography, chemistry, and natural philosophy.
Benjamin Rush led the way in educational reform for women because he
believed that such reform was good for the country. Rush gave many

Benjamin Rush

speeches on the importance of
women’s education. Rush believed
that all children, including girls,
should be rigorously educated.
Rush believed that people who did
not support the education of
women had “little minds.” His hope
was that education would help
students become good citizens,
create national character, and unite
the country.

Stop and Check
Think Imagine you are in a position to
devote yourself to a cause, as Benjamin Rush
did. What would the cause be? What would
you do to benefit the cause?
Chapter 7
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Leverage IMPACT’s full
instructional model and
maximize the art of inquiry
by helping students deepen
their understanding of social
studies content and build
critical-thinking skills.

Women’s Education

Benjamin Rush (1746–1813) is perhaps best known for his political
activities during the American Revolution, which included signing the
Declaration of Independence. He is also known for his career as a doctor,
a professor of chemistry, and a political leader. Somewhat overlooked,
however, are the various causes to which he devoted himself. One of
these causes was the education of women.
Colonial America did not offer many educational opportunities to
women. It was widely believed that there was no need to educate
women beyond the very basics of reading, writing, and math. The Young
Ladies’ Academy of Philadelphia was founded in 1787 and sponsored and
supervised by many of Philadelphia’s male religious and political leaders,
including Benjamin Rush. The academy offered its female students a
wide variety of courses, including writing, English grammar, mathematics,
geography, chemistry, and natural philosophy.
Benjamin Rush led the way in educational reform for women because he
believed that such reform was good for the country. Rush gave many
speeches on the importance of
women’s education. Rush believed
that all children, including girls,
Benjamin Rush
should be rigorously educated.
Rush believed that people who did
not support the education of
women had “little minds.” His hope
was that education would help
students become good citizens,
create national character, and unite
the country.
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Stop and Check
Think Imagine you are in a position to
devote yourself to a cause, as Benjamin Rush
did. What would the cause be? What would
you do to benefit the cause?
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IMPACT Explorer Magazine

MINUTES

IMPACT Explorer Magazine

Citizenship

Fighting for

A little more time?
Integrate IMPACT into reading
blocks, enable individual
exploration or promote
collaborative discourse!
The choices are endless.

REPORT AND
TAKE ACTION

PICK YOUR TOOLS

(t)McGraw-Hill Education, (b)The Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Prints and Photographs: Print
Collection, Emmet Collection of Manuscripts Etc. Relating to American History. The New York Public Library
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ENGAGE

IMPACT Explorer Magazine
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Research Companion

Inquiry Journal

ENGAGE

Citizenship

• Engagement begins with Essential Questions
and images to spark curiosity.

Fighting for
(t)McGraw-Hill Education, (b)The Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Prints and Photographs: Print
Collection, Emmet Collection of Manuscripts Etc. Relating to American History. The New York Public Library

CHOOSE YOUR TIME

(t)McGraw-Hill Education, (b)The Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Prints and Photographs: Print
Collection, Emmet Collection of Manuscripts Etc. Relating to American History. The New York Public Library
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• Read and write with specific purposes in mind.
INVESTIGATE

Women’s Education

Benjamin Rush (1746–1813) is perhaps best known for his political
activities during the American Revolution, which included signing the
Declaration of Independence. He is also known for his career as a doctor,
a professor of chemistry, and a political leader. Somewhat overlooked,
however, are the various causes to which he devoted himself. One of
these causes was the education of women.
Colonial America did not offer many educational opportunities to
women. It was widely believed that there was no need to educate
women beyond the very basics of reading, writing, and math. The Young
Ladies’ Academy of Philadelphia was founded in 1787 and sponsored and
supervised by many of Philadelphia’s male religious and political leaders,
including Benjamin Rush. The academy offered its female students a
wide variety of courses, including writing, English grammar, mathematics,
geography, chemistry, and natural philosophy.
Benjamin Rush led the way in educational reform for women because he
believed that such reform was good for the country. Rush gave many
speeches on the importance of
women’s education. Rush believed
that all children, including girls,
Benjamin Rush
should be rigorously educated.
Rush believed that people who did
not support the education of
women had “little minds.” His hope
was that education would help
students become good citizens,
create national character, and unite
the country.

Stop and Check

• Explore a rich range of informational texts
including primary and secondary sources.

Think Imagine you are in a position to
devote yourself to a cause, as Benjamin Rush
did. What would the cause be? What would
you do to benefit the cause?
Chapter 7

Lesson 3

REPORT
• Cite evidence via text-based discussions,
collaborative presentations, debates and
questioning.

Inquiry Journal

Research Companion

WANT MORE IDEAS? Check out the following pages for more examples.
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The American
Revolution

How Would Our Lives Have Been
Impacted If . . . ?

What Does the
Revolutionary Era Tell Us
About Our Nation Today?

Lesson 1
The Revolution
Begins
Lesson 2
The Declaration of
Independence

Lesson 4
Life During the
Revolution
Lesson 5
Outcomes of the
Revolution

Talk About It

The IMPACT
Today
Citizenship in the
United States

List important events, people, and ideas from the chapter.
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In Their Words… Thomas Paine
These are the times that try men’s souls. The
summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this
crisis, shrink from the service of their country; but
he that stands it now, deserves the love and thanks
of man and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily
conquered; yet we have this consolation with us, that
the harder the conflict, the more glorious the
triumph. What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too
lightly: it is dearness only that gives every thing its
value.
—from The American Crisis, Number 1
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Paine wrote the first essay in December 1776. During the
brutal winter of 1777–1778 at Valley Forge, George
Washington ordered that the paper be read aloud to the
troops. He hoped that it would inspire them to continue
fighting despite the cold, disease, and starvation they faced.

My Notes
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From 1776 to 1783, Thomas Paine published a series of
sixteen papers called The American Crisis. The essays
described the conflict with Great Britain as a fight between
good and evil.
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2 Find Evidence

3 Make Connections

Reread Examine the statement “the summer
soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in the
crisis, shrink from the service of their country.”
What type of people is Paine describing? What
other types of people does Paine mention?

Talk What did Paine want to convince
the readers of The American Crisis to
do?

Put the phrase “What we obtain too cheap, we
esteem too lightly” into your own words. What
is Paine saying about the American Revolution
with this phrase?
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In this lesson, you’re going to use your investigative skills to learn
about the defining moments of the Revolutionary War.
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Why Am I Learning It?

Reading and talking about the defining moments of the war will help
you learn more about how the colonists ultimately won the war.
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How Will I Know That I Learned It?
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You will be able to make and support inferences
about the defining moments of the war.
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Listen, my children, and you shall hear
Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere,
On the eighteenth of April, in Seventy-five;
Hardly a man is now alive
Who remembers that famous day and year.
He said to his friend, “If the British march
By land or sea from the town to-night,
Hang a lantern aloft in the belfry arch
Of the North Church tower as a signal light,—
One, if by land, and two, if by sea;
And I on the opposite shore will be,
Ready to ride and spread the alarm
Through every Middlesex village
and farm, For the country folk to be up and to arm.”
Then he said, “Good night!” and with muffled oar
Silently rowed to the Charlestown shore . . .
You know the rest. In the books you have read,
How the British Regulars fired and fled,—
How the farmers gave them ball for ball,
From behind each fence and farmyard wall,
Chasing the Red Coats down the lane,
Then crossing the fields to emerge again
Under the trees at the turn of the road,
And only pausing to fire and load.
224
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What Does the
Revolutionary Era
Tell Us About Our
Nation Today?
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13 Colonies
Present-day boundary

The Original Thirteen British Colonies
Step into the Place
1. Which of the cities or settlements identified on the map are not
located in one of the original Thirteen Colonies?

Americas
1775

1776

World Events

Chapter 5

1777
Continental
Army wins
the Battle of
Saratoga.

1778
French and
American
governments sign
the Treaty of
Alliance.

1777

1776
Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart’s Serenade No. 7
is first performed in
Salzburg, Austria.

1779

1778
1778
Tây Sơn Dynasty is
established in
Vietnam.

1783
Peace of Paris
formally ends
Revolutionary
War.

1781
Continental Army
defeats British at
Yorktown,
Virginia.

1779
British army
shifts focus to
Southern states.

McGraw-Hill Education

George Washington becomes the leader
of the Continental Army.

1776
Continental
Congress signs the
Declaration of
Independence.

1780

1781

1782

1780
Hundreds are
killed during the
Gordon Riots in
London.

1781
Sir William
Herschel
discoveres the
planet Uranus.

1782
The city of
Bangkok is
founded as the
capital of Siam.

The American Revolution

1783
1783
Laki volcano
erupts and
causes famine
in Iceland.
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John Hancock

Peter Salem

Mercy Otis Warren

Haym Salomon

John Hancock, from Boston,
Massachusetts, was an important
Patriot during the American Revolution.
Hancock was a very wealthy man, and
he used his money to support the
revolution. He was the president of the

Peter Salem was an African American
soldier in the American Revolution. He
was born into slavery in 1750. In 1775, he
was freed by his owner so he could
serve in the militia. Peter Salem fought in
the Battle of Concord. He also fought at

Second Continental Congress, and he
also served twice as the governor of
Massachusetts. As president of the
Continental Congress, he was the first
person to sign the Declaration of
Independence.

the battles of Bunker Hill and Saratoga.
Salem spent nearly five years fighting for
the freedom of the American colonies.
He is buried in Framingham,
Massachusetts. In 1882, the town erected
a monument to Peter Salem and
declared June 17 Peter Salem Day.

Mercy Otis Warren was born in
Massachusetts in 1728. She is
considered the first American woman
to write primarly for a public audience,
rather than herself. She wrote about
politics and what was happening in the
American colonies. During the
American Revolution, she was an
adviser to many political leaders,
including Patrick Henry, George
Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and
John Adams. Mercy Otis Warren’s
writings had an important effect on the
shaping of our nation.

Haym Salomon, a Jewish American
businessman, was a strong supporter
of the American Revolution. He
realized that a major obstacle to the
success of the United States would be
its lack of money. He stepped in to
arrange loans and funding from
France. When that wasn’t enough, he
lent huge amounts of his own money
to keep the revolution alive. He also
gave money to founding fathers, such
as Thomas Jefferson, to ensure those
men could continue to do their
important work. By the end of the war,
Salomon was completely broke, but
the young nation did not repay him.
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(t)McGraw-Hill Education, (bl)Everett Historical/Shutterstock.com, (br)The National
Archives and Records Administration

2. Which original colonies’ boundaries have changed the most since the
American Revolution? Which ones have changed the least?

Look at the time line. What was going on in the rest of the world during
the same years as the American Revolution?

(l)De Agostini Picture Library/De Agostini/Getty Images,
(r)Historical/Corbis Historical/Getty Images

Step into the Time Chronological Thinking

1775
Revolutionary War begins at Lexington
and Concord in Massachusetts.

The American Revolution
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Molly Pitcher helps load a cannon at a battle in New Jersey.

What Was It Like to Live During the Revolution?
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In this chapter, you’ll read about important events and
people in the American Revolution. You’ll think about why
these events and people are important, the impact they had
during the Revolution, and how the Revolution still impacts
our nation today.
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The IMPACT Today
Citizenship in the United
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took her husband’s place at a cannon when he became too exhausted to
fight during the Battle of Monmouth in 1778.

Gr

Lesson 4
Life During the Revolution

Some women followed their husbands to war and did whatever they
could to help. Earning the nickname “Molly Pitcher,” Mary Ludwig Hays
carried pitchers of water to men on the battlefield. Legend has it that she

225

io

Lesson 3
Defining Moments of the
American Revolution

American women supported the war in many ways. Mercy Otis Warren
and Hannah Winthrop recorded and wrote letters about the events of the
Revolution so everyone knew what was happening. Phillis Wheatley, a
freed African American, wrote poetry that inspired many people. Other
women tended farms or minded shops while their husbands were away
fighting in the army.
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Lesson 1
The Revolution Begins

The Revolutionary War impacted the lives of more than just the
soldiers and generals waging war. The Revolutionary War changed the
lives of women, African Americans, American Indians, and every civilian
in the colonies.
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3. Longfellow describes Revere’s
warning as “a cry of defiance and
not fear.” How is a “cry of defiance”
different from a “cry of fear”?

The American Revolution
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The American
Revolution

Chapter

4

IMPACT News Current Events Site

2. How do you think a poem helps
people remember Paul Revere’s
story differently than an informative
article in a book would?

(bkgd)McGraw-Hill Education, (c)Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division [LC-USZ6-2336]

Paul Revere was a Patriot who, along with Samuel Prescott and William
Dawes, rode from Boston to Lexington and Concord to warn of a British
attack. This poem written 100 years later, celebrated that famous ride.

07:19PM

1. What was the purpose of Paul
Revere’s ride?

PHOTO: (bkgds)McGraw-Hill Education, (inset)Ed Vebell/Archive Photos/Getty Images

By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

So through the night rode Paul Revere;
And so through the night went his cry of alarm
To every Middlesex village and farm,—
A cry of defiance and not of fear,
A voice in the darkness, a knock at the door,
And a word that shall echo forevermore!
For, borne on the night-wind of the Past,
Through all our history, to the last,
In the hour of darkness and peril and need,
The people will waken and listen to hear
The hurrying hoof beats of that steed,
And the midnight message of Paul Revere.

TEXT: Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. “Paul Revere’s Ride.” The Atlantic Monthly 7, no. 39 (January, 1861): 27-29. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1861.; PHOTO: (bkgd)McGraw-Hill Education

Paul Revere’s Ride
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Washington Crossing the Delaware
by Emanuel Leutze

What Were the Defining Moments of the War?
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EXAMPLE

COLLABORATE

Look at the Details How is Washington
shown in this picture? What are his men
doing? From the way this portrait was
painted, do you think this was an important
moment of the war?
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What Were the Defining
Moments of the War?

3

Lesson

Write down any research questions you have that will help you plan
your project. You can add questions as you carry out your research.

American soldiers endured brutal winters during the war.

What Were the Defining Moments of the War?
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168 Chapter 5 The American Revolution

Choose what you think are the five most important events on
the time line.

COLLABORATE

The American Revolution

Program: NA SS

rebel

_____________________________________________

• Circle words you don’t
know.
• Underline clues that help
you understand unfamiliar
words and concepts.
• Discuss with a partner
what the first sentence
means: “These are the
times that try men’s
souls.” How does that
phrase describe what the
Revolutionary War was
like?

_____________________________________________

My Notes

Know It!
Heard It!
Don’t Know It!

_____________________________________________
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_____________________________________________

Assemble the class time line.

Discuss with a partner what questions you have about the
Revolutionary Era. As you research the people, events, and
ideas from the Revolutionary Era, look for answers to your
questions. Let’s get started!
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My Notes
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Don’t Know It!

Work as a group to assign a time line card to each class member
or to small groups.
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Project Checklist

profiteer

My Notes

monarch

In this chapter, you’ll read about the important events and
people in the American Revolution. You will think about why
these events and people are important, the impact they had on
the Revolution, and how the Revolution still affects our nation
today. Your explorations will help you answer the Essential
Question, and the Inquiry Project will give you an opportunity
to pull your ideas together.

Lesson 3
Defining Moments
of the American
Revolution

militia

You and your classmates will research people, ideas, and events
that had an impact during the American Revolution. You will each
choose one to develop a time line card for. You will evaluate the
information in the classroom time line and choose what you think
are the five most important people, ideas, or events. Then you will
take one item from the time line and consider how our country
would be different today if it had never happened.

_____________________________________________

Read Look at the text.
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your project. You can add questions as you carry out your research.

3 Make Connections

Put the phrase “What we obtain too cheap, we
Why Am I Learning It?
esteem too lightly” into your own words. What
Reading and talking about the defining moments of the war will help
is Paine saying about the American Revolution
you learn more about how the colonists ultimately won the war. with this phrase?
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Project Checklist

the same years as the American Revolution?

1775
Revolutionary War begins at Lexington
and Concord in Massachusetts.

My Research Plan

PDF Pass

Chapter 5 Lesson 4 259
You and your classmates will research people, ideas, and events
that had an impact during the American Revolution. You will each
choose one to develop a time line card for. You will evaluate the
258-265_SS_SE_RC_G5_CH05_L4_692875_127137.indd
24/05/18 09:56AM
information in the classroom time line and choose what you think
are the five most important people, ideas, or events. Then you will
Program: NA SS
Component: RC
take one item from the time line and consider how our country
PDF Pass
Vendor: Lumina
Grade: 5
would be different
today if it had
never happened.

09:56AM

2 Find Evidence

Reread Examine the statement “the summer
soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in the
What Am I Learning?
crisis, shrink from the service of their country.”
In this lesson, you’re going to use your investigative skills to learnWhat type of people is Paine describing? What
about the defining moments of the Revolutionary War.
other types of people does Paine mention?

How Would Our Lives Have Been
Impacted If . . . ?

The American RevolutionLook at the time line. What was going on in the rest of the world during

Chapter 5
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Chapter 5

Grade: 5
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American soldiers endured brutal winters during the war.

Lesson Outcomes

Inquiry Project

Step into the Time Chronological Thinking
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Component: IWJ
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Choose what you think are the five most important events on
the time line.

The American Revolution

Program: NA SS

Component: RC
Grade: 5

What Does the
Revolutionary Era
Tell Us About Our
Nation Today?

Assemble the class time line.

PDF Pass
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List important events, people, and ideas from the chapter.
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Work as a group to assign a time line card to each class member
or to small groups.

COLLABORATE

The
168IMPACT
Chapter 5 The American Revolution
Discuss with a partner what questions you have about the
Today
Revolutionary Era. As you research the people, events, and
Citizenship in the
ideas from the Revolutionary Era, look for answers to your
United States
questions. Let’s get started!
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The American Revolution

Project Checklist
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Lesson 4
Life During theKnow It!
Revolution
Heard It!
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Chapter 5

5

258
Lesson“If
4 the
What
Wasmarch
It Like to Live During the Revolution?
He said to
his friend,
British
By land or sea from the town to-night,
Lesson 1
Hang a lantern
aloft in the
belfry arch
The Revolution
Begins
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Of the North Church tower as a signal light,—
Lesson 2
One, if byThe
land,
and two, if by sea;
Program: NA SS
Component: RC
Declaration
PDF Pass
And I on the
opposite shore willVendor:
be, Lumina
Grade: 5
of Independence
Ready to Lesson
ride and3spread the alarm
Through every
Middlesex
village
Defining
Moments
of the
Revolution
and farm,American
For the country
folk to be up and to arm.”
In this chapter, you’ll read about important events and
Then he said,
“Good
Lesson
4 night!” and with muffled oar
24/05/18 09:53AM
people in the American Revolution. You’ll think about why
Life During
Revolutionshore . . .
Silently rowed
to thethe
Charlestown
these events and people are important, the impact they had
5 In the books you have read,
You knowLesson
the rest.
during the Revolution, and how the Revolution still impacts
Outcomes of the Revolution
How the British Regulars fired and fled,— our nation today.
The IMPACT
How the farmers
gave Today
them ball for ball,
Citizenship in the United
From behind
each fence and farmyard wall,
States
Chasing the Red Coats down the lane,
Then crossing the fields to emerge again
Under the trees at the turn of the road,
And only pausing to fire and load.

—from The American Crisis, Number 1
Molly Pitcher helps load a cannon at a battle in New Jersey.

de

Lesson 3
Defining Moments
of the American
Revolution
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The American
Revolution

Chapter

Listen, my children, and you shall hear
Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere,
On the eighteenth of April, in Seventy-five;
Hardly a man is now alive
Who remembers that famous day and year.

What Were the Defining
Moments of the War?

3

Lesson

an

You and your classmates will research people, ideas, and events
that had an impact during the American Revolution. You will each
choose one to develop a time line card for. You will evaluate the
information in the classroom time line and choose what you think
are the five most important people, ideas, or events. Then you will
take one item from the time line and consider how our country
would be different today if it had never happened.

What Does the
Revolutionary Era Tell Us
About Our Nation Today?

My Notes

Know It!
Lesson 2
The Declaration
of It!
Heard
IndependenceDon’t Know It!

USE ONE
OR BOTH

Inquiry Project

_____________________________________________

23/05/18 07:19PM

Lesson 1
The Revolution
militia
Begins

PDF Pass

06:44AM

Paul Revere was a Patriot who, along with Samuel Prescott and William
Dawes, rode from Boston to Lexington and Concord to warn of a British
attack. This poem written 100 years later, celebrated that famous ride.

Gr

Component: IWJ
Grade: 5

The American
Revolution

Program: NA SS

25/05/18

By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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My Notes

Know It!
Heard It!
Don’t Know It!
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Peter Salem was an African American
soldier in the American Revolution. He
was born into slavery in 1750. In 1775, he
was freed by his owner so he could
serve in the militia. Peter Salem fought in
the Battle of Concord. He also fought at
the battles of Bunker Hill and Saratoga.
Salem spent nearly five years fighting for
the freedom of the American colonies.
He is buried in Framingham,
Massachusetts. In 1882, the town erected
a monument to Peter Salem and
declared June 17 Peter Salem Day.

r

mercenary

_____________________________________________
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Paul Revere’s Ride

Peter Salem

John Hancock, from Boston,
Massachusetts, was an important
Patriot during the American Revolution.
Hancock was a very wealthy man, and
he used his money to support the
revolution. He was the president of the
Second Continental Congress, and he
also served twice as the governor of
Massachusetts. As president of the
Continental Congress, he was the first
person to sign the Declaration of
Independence.

Congress had very little money and almost no
supplies for forces in the Southern Colonies.
Between 1778 and 1781, the British won battles
against American General Nathanael Greene at
Savannah, Georgia, and at Charles Town and
Camden in South Carolina. At first it seemed as if
Cornwallis’s plans were working. However, the
colonists’ greater knowledge of the land they were
fighting for proved to be an advantage.

Connect Through Literature

S

5

Chapter
What Was It Like to Live During the Revolution?

Phillis Wheatley

My Notes

Know
Find Details Read the text on the
next It!
page. What was life like as a soldier
during
Heard
It!
the American Revolution? What would
you
Don’t
Know It!
have done in Joseph Plumb Martin’s place?

Lesson 4

_____________________________________________

Selections from
John Hancock

These are the times that try men’s souls. The
summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this
crisis, shrink from the service of their country; but
he that stands it now, deserves the love and thanks
of man and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily
conquered; yet we have this consolation with us, that
the harder the conflict, the more glorious the
triumph. What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too
lightly: it is dearness only that gives every thing its
value.

i Ri ve
ur

inflation
COLLABORATE

_____________________________________________
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Talk About It
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P R I M A RY S OU RC E

In Their Words… Thomas Paine

ver

My Notes

Know It!
Heard It!
Don’t Know It!

McGraw-Hill Education

Complete this chapter’s Word Rater. Write notes
as you learn more about each word.

blockade

By 1779, the American Continental Army had
turned back British attacks in the north and the west.
British leaders decided to focus on the Southern
Colonies. The Southern Colonies had higher
proportions of Loyalists, and the British hoped to
have their help in defeating the Americans once and
for all. General Charles Cornwallis became the
leader of British troops in the South in 1780.

Paine wrote the first essay in December 1776. During the
brutal winter of 1777–1778 at Valley Forge, George
Washington ordered that the paper be read aloud to the
troops. He hoped that it would inspire them to continue
fighting despite the cold, disease, and starvation they faced.

My Notes
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You will be able to explore the motivations and
understand the people who lived during the
American Revolution.

Some women followed their husbands to war and did whatever they
could to help. Earning the nickname “Molly Pitcher,” Mary Ludwig Hays
carried pitchers of water to men on the battlefield. Legend has it that she
took her husband’s place at a cannon when he became too exhausted to
fight during the Battle of Monmouth in 1778.
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Words
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Explore

How Will I Know That I Learned It?

(bkgd)McGraw-Hill Education, (c)Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division [LC-USZ6-2336]

Connect Through Literature

October 1781
British are defeated at Yorktown, Virginia.

i Ri

Why Am I Learning It?

Reading and talking about life during the
American Revolution will help you understand
the hardships people faced.

From 1776 to 1783, Thomas Paine published a series of
sixteen papers called The American Crisis. The essays
described the conflict with Great Britain as a fight between
good and evil.

1785

1780

ip p

American women supported the war in many ways. Mercy Otis Warren
and Hannah Winthrop recorded and wrote letters about the events of the
Revolution so everyone knew what was happening. Phillis Wheatley, a
freed African American, wrote poetry that inspired many people. Other
women tended farms or minded shops while their husbands were away
fighting in the army.

In this lesson, you’re going to use your
investigative skills to learn about what life was
like during the American Revolution.

194

• Circle words you don’t
know.
• Underline clues that help
you understand unfamiliar
words and concepts.
• Discuss with a partner
what the first sentence
means: “These are the
times that try men’s
souls.” How does that
phrase describe what the
Revolutionary War was
like?
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My Notes

What Am I Learning?

1 Inspect
Read Look at the text.
What point is the author
making?

The Revolutionary War impacted the lives of more than just the
soldiers and generals waging war. The Revolutionary War changed the
lives of women, African Americans, American Indians, and every civilian
in the colonies.

September 1783
Peace of Paris
ends American
Revolution.

May 1780
General Charles
Cornwallis becomes
British commander in
the South.

June 1779
Spain declares
war on Great
Britain.

1775

The War
Moves South

People You Should Know

(l)De Agostini Picture Library/De Agostini/Getty Images,
(r)Historical/Corbis Historical/Getty Images

Women of
the Revolution

People You Should Know

Trying Times
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Lesson Outcomes

Analyze the Source
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• Circle words you don’t
know.
• Underline clues that help
you understand unfamiliar
words and concepts.
• Discuss why Wheatley
wrote the poem. What
does it say about her
opinions?

What Did the Colonists
Gain by Winning the War?

5

Lesson

What Was It Like to Live
During the Revolution?

TEXT: Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. “Paul Revere’s Ride.” The Atlantic Monthly 7, no. 39 (January, 1861): 27-29. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1861.; PHOTO: (bkgd)McGraw-Hill Education

4

Phillis Wheatley was born in Africa. In 1761, at a very
young age, she was kidnapped from her family and brought
to North America. In Boston, she was purchased by a tailor
named John Wheatley, who later freed her. The Wheatleys
taught Phillis to read and write, which was an uncommon
practice for most slaveholders. She eventually learned Latin
and Greek. As a teenager, she began writing poetry.
Wheatley composed several of her poems in honor of the
new United States. Many of her poems show Wheatley’s
excitement about the new nation’s gaining its independence
from Great Britain. That excitement also showed
hopefulness for freedom for enslaved people.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education
TEXT: Paine, Thomas. The American Crisis. London: Carlile, 1819.

What Was It Like to Live
During the Revolution?

Lesson

4

Lesson

A Hopeful Poet

1 Inspect
Read Look at the text.
What is the poem about?

M i s siss

Research Companion

Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division [LC-DIG-pga-00458]

Inquiry Journal

McGraw-Hill Education

EXAMPLE
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1

EXAMPLE

30 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

I like teaching social
studies during reading time.
I will use the Magazine
in small groups and the
Research Companion
with my whole class.

TEXT: Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. “Paul Revere’s Ride.” The Atlantic Monthly 7, no. 39 (January, 1861): 27-29. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1861.; PHOTO: (bkgd)McGraw-Hill Education

IMPACT IS FLEXIBLE

For 30-minute lessons, there are many
options to choose from. These are just
some examples. Be creative and add
your own ideas, as well!
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Component: IWJ
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IMPACT IS FLEXIBLE

WhenTheyou
have a 45-minute block of time
Mound Builders
for Social Studies, follow the “Full Inquiry”
path from the Teacher’s Edition.

45 MINUTES

Archaeologists have been
studying the Cahokia mounds
since the late 1800s, but only a
small part of the site has been
excavated. Seventy of the
original 120 mounds are
preserved today in Illinois’s
Cahokia Mounds State Historic
Site (established in 1979).
Cahokia was named a World
Heritage Site in 1982, meaning
it deserves special protection.

cone-shaped hills. Others were earthen walls. A few even had the
shapes of animals. The most amazing of these is the Great Serpent
Mound in southern Ohio, which is more than 1,300 feet long. The people

who built these mysterious structures and then left were once referred to
simply as “Mound Builders.” Archaeologists have identified several
different Mound Builder cultures.
The earliest of these cultures is known as the Adena, after a site in

Ohio where archaeologists first studied their mounds. The Adena culture
lasted from about 500 B.C. to A.D. 100. These people lived in villages of
round houses built from logs and roofed with bark. Originally hunter-

1

One of the last major Native American groups to develop before the
arrival of Europeans was the Mississippian culture. Mississippian culture

The Adena used stone to craft both simple tools and complex objects
such as smoking pipes used in rituals. They fashioned ornaments from
copper, mica, and shells—materials that they obtained through trade with

developed in the Mississippi River valley between A.D. 700 and 900.

2

ENGAGE

Large-scale farming of corn, beans, squash, and other crops produced
food surpluses. This encouraged the growth of large populations in
Mississippian towns and cities. Priest-kings ruled Mississippian society.

Each town or city controlled a group of outlying villages. High fences of
sharpened logs defended these villages from attack. Warfare seems to
have been frequent.

Between about 200 B.C. and A.D. 500, another mound-building
culture called the Hopewell occupied the same region as the Adena

The greatest Mississippian city is the site known today as Cahokia.
Built in what is now southern Illinois, Cahokia at its peak was home to

Ohio where archaeologists first
studied their culture. The

more than 20,000 people. A plaza for holding ceremonies was the
center of a Mississippian city. Around this plaza were groups of mounds
on top of which might have been a temple or a chief’s dwelling. Monk’s

Hopewell people shared many
features of the Adena culture.
Hopewell artists created

Mound at Cahokia was 100 feet high and covered 14 acres. It was the
largest pre-Columbian earthen structure in the Western Hemisphere.

ENGAGE

2 INVESTIGATE

Teach the Engage, Investigate, and
Report content to the whole class from
ePresentations that launch directly
from the lesson dashboard.

RESEARCH COMPANION

eBook

⊲ The First Hunter-Gatherers
⊲ The Maya

Interactive IMPACT

⊲ Early Desert Peoples
pp. 10–19

Blend in digital content when you want
it and where you want it.

⊲ The Mound Builders

3 REPORT

Go Online for
Chapter & Lesson
Level Videos.

You can flip your instruction with the
IMPACT eBooks found on your lesson
dashboard.

⊲ The Olmec

Blended Learning features in
the Teacher’s Edition highlight ways
to connect in-class work with online
experiences to enhance learning.

INQUIRY JOURNAL

T18

?

LESSON QUESTION

McGraw-Hill Education
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Research Companion

How Did the Characteristics of Early
Native American Groups Develop?

The First Hunter-Gatherers (pages 10–12) As you read, explain any words that

students don’t know. Provide support to help them understand the time line. Have
students find point 0. Ask: What letters tell us the period before point 0? (B.C.) What
letters tell us the period after point 0? (A.D.) What do the blue numbers mean? Who are
the earliest people in the time line? What civilizations came later?

• Use newly acquired
content and academic
vocabulary to talk
and write about early
Native American
groups.
• Describe information
in maps and on a time
line.
• Name some common
and proper nouns.

After you read the second paragraph on page 10, point out the word which in each
sentence. Point out the two commas around the phrase “which scientists call Beringia”
and explain that this phrase gives us more information about the land bridge—it tells us
its name. Ask: What does the phrase “which included elephant-like wooly mammoths and
mastodons” tell us more about? (the animals that early humans hunted)

Set Purpose Explain to students that in this lesson they will read informational texts to

learn how the environment affected the way of life of early Native American groups.

Program: NA SS

Component: RC

Vendor: Lumina

Grade: 5

Have students discuss how the
cultures they read about are
similar to or different from our
way of life today.

Use the questions below to check comprehension. Remind
students to support their answers with text evidence.
Point out that authors use the word about before a date or number when they're not sure
of the exact date or number. Have students find other examples in the text of approximate
dates. Point out that authors use the word between before two dates to talk about the
period covered by the two dates or numbers. Ask: How much time is covered in the
phrase “between A.D. 250 and 900” on page 14? (650 years) Call on a volunteer to read
the sentence “During the Classic Period, the Maya world grew to more than 40 cities,
each with a population between 5,000 and 50,000.” Ask: What can you guess about the
size of the different cities? (Some cities were quite small, and others were much larger.)

America long before Europeans arrived. Ask: Have you ever seen examples of Native
American culture at a museum or seen pictures in books? Do you know about any Native
American groups?

Spark Curiosity Have students look at the stone calendar on page 15 of the Research

Companion. Explain that it was created by an early Native American group called the
Aztec more than 500 years ago. It was discovered in 1790, buried underneath the zocalo,
or central square, in Mexico City. Tell students that the Aztecs and Maya used the same
type of calendar: one year had 18 months and each month had 20 days.

Leveled
Support

Entering & Emerging

Help students form complete
sentences from their notes.

Analyze What is similar about the series of events that led to the rise of the Olmec,
the Hopewell, and the Mississippian cultures? (Answers may include that the culturesOR
Journal
arose once
there was
a food
surplus.) DOKInquiry
3
Build Meaning
& Support
Language
PRODUCTIVE

Early Desert Peoples/The Mound Builders (pages 16–19) Have students

preview the headings and photos and predict the kinds of environments these early
peoples lived in. Ask: What kind of environment is shown in the photo on page 16? How is
it different from the environment shown in the photo on page 19?

Have students work in pairs to compare the Aztec calendar with a modern
calendar. Ask: How are they similar and different? (Both represent a year,
months, and days. However, modern calendars have 12 months and between
28 and 31 days per month.)

Spanish
Cognates

(expository) essay is a genre of writing that provides facts, examples, and explanations
about a topic in a logical sequence. Students should include evidence and details from
the text in their essays. Encourage them to use the new vocabulary words they have
learned. Check their work for spelling, punctuation, and grammatical errors.

Inquiry Journal

Developing & Expanding
Encourage students to use
words such as because, so,
due to, as a result to signal
the effects of the group’s
surroundings on their way
of life.

Bridging & Reaching

Report Your Findings (pages 12–13) Explain to students that an informational

Encourage students to
include an introduction, key
details about the Native
American group, and a
concluding sentence.

Make Inferences How do archaeologists know that the Adena and Hopewell
Language
& Conventions
benefited from trading networks? (They have
foundForms
objects
that could have come only
from faraway places.) DOK 3

To support Spanish
speakers, point out the
cognates.
analyze = analizar

evidence = evidencia
connections =
conexiones

Analyze the Source (pages 8–9) Tell students that in this lesson they will read
informational (expository) texts that give facts, examples, and explanations about a
topic. They include headings, maps, time lines, diagrams, and photographs. As you read
“Early Humans in North America,” explain any words that students don’t know. Support
understanding of the information in the map on page 9. Ask: What do the yellow areas
show? What are the blue areas? What is the pink area? Do all of these areas exist today?
What regions are Siberia and Alaska part of? Where are the people and animals going?
Where did they come from? Encourage students to respond in complete sentences.

Common and Proper Nouns Remind students that common nouns name general

things and proper nouns name a specific person, place, or thing, such as the names of
people, countries, cities, and historical periods. Write the chart on the board. Ask: What
is the difference between the way we write common and proper nouns? (Proper nouns
begin with capital letters.)

investigate = investigar
symbols = sÍmbolos

Inquiry Tools (pages 10–11) Tell students they will Analyze Information as they read

the selections in the Research Companion. Tell them that the graphic organizer will help
them organize the information they read. Check that they understand the meaning of
the column headings: Location, Surroundings, Way of Life. Point out that surroundings
and environment have a similar meaning. Say: "Location" and "surroundings" tell where
a place is or where people live. "Way of life" refers to how people lived. When refers to
dates or the time something happened. Ask: Where is our school located? (Which city
and state?) What can we see in our surroundings? (inside and outside the classroom) Are
our surroundings different from long ago? In what ways?

Common Nouns

Chapter 1

Proper Nouns

boy

Carlos

country

Mexico

Language
Transfer

Point out that days of the week,
months, languages, and
nationalities are capitalized in
English. Most initial letters of
words in book and movie titles
are also capitalized, e.g.,
The Secret Garden, My
Neighbor Totoro.

Cite Evidence To which early Native American settlement from the whole lesson would you
have wanted to belong? Use evidence to to support your opinion. (Answers will vary but may
include evidence about shelter, food supply, trade, and defense from other groups.) DOK 3
early people

Maya

historical period

Classic Period

Have students work in pairs to locate some proper nouns in the texts. Call on
volunteers to say them aloud and add them to the chart. As a challenge, ask
them to name the common noun for each proper noun.

The Land and Native Peoples of North America

Lesson 1
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Grade: 5
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Work with students on
Language Learners Lessons or
support skill development and
comprehension with Check for
Success differentiation.

Connect Can students
identify characteristics
of different early Native
American groups and
how these characteristics
were related to their living
environments?

Differentiate
If Not, Guide students
in filling out the Location,
Surroundings, Way of Life
graphic organizer on p. 11 of
their Inquiry Journals for one
group, such as the Pueblo.

T19

19/06/18

COLLABORATE

19

Check for Success

Cross-Cultural
Connection

The Olmec/The Maya (pages 13–15) Read aloud the first sentence on page 13.

Access Prior Knowledge Tell students that Native American groups lived in North

Lesson 1

09/05/18

Have students read pages 18–19 and describe two or three key facts about
Introduce
Lesson
the Adena
andthe
Hopewell
people.

Language
Objectives
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⊲ Talk About It

04:06PM

PDF Pass

Talk Students should support their answers by describing the archaeological

⊲ Connect to the Essential Question

evidence. (Students should identify such characteristics as farming, trade, crafts, and the
construction of mounds as common to these three cultures.)

ASSESSMENT

Go Further with
IMPACT Explorer
Magazine!

⊲ Online Lesson Test
⊲ Printable Lesson Test
For more details, see pages T4–T5.

pp. 2–13
Lesson 1

The IMPACT Explorer Magazine
supports students’ exploration of
the Essential Question and provides
additional resources for the EQ
Inquiry Project.

How Did the Characteristics of Early Native American Groups Develop?

Lesson 1

How Did the Characteristics of Early Native American Groups Develop?

T29

T17

OR
OR

More to Explore
How Can You Make an IMPACT?

Q and A
Work with a partner. Each of you will play the part of a
member of an early Native American group. Write three to
five questions for your partner to answer about the culture
and civilization of his or her chosen group. You will answer
your partner’s questions about the group you chose.

Ask students to Report Findings
in the Inquiry Journal, complete
More to Explore, play a game
online or read articles from the
Magazine to extend their learning.

OR

Travel Guide
Write a blog post for a travel website that will persuade
early humans to migrate to a specific region of the
Americas. Include information about the location’s soil,
rivers, or weather. Make suggestions about what kind of
civilization the early humans could build in your chosen
location. Draw a picture of the area to illustrate your
blog post.

Picture It!
Choose three words from the Chapter Word Bank. Create
an illustration or series of illustrations, such as a comic
strip, that provides context for each word you chose.
Share your images with the class, and tell how each one
gives context to the vocabulary word.
McGraw-Hill Education
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COLLABORATE

Explore domain-based vocabulary
with Explore Words and Word Play
vocabulary activities.

⊲ Write About It: Write an Informational
Article; Cite Evidence from Text

Grade: 5

3 Make Connections

Investigate current events with
IMPACT News.

⊲ Think About It

Component: RC

Vendor: Lumina

2 Find Evidence

ePresentation

⊲ Inquiry Tools: Analyze Information

Program: NA SS

1 Inspect

at my.mheducation.com

pp. 6–11
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The Mound Builders

Digital Tools

⊲ Analyze the Source: Early Humans
of North America and Map

COLLABORATE

RESEARCH COMPANION, pp. 18–19
FOR
DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION:

INQUIRY JOURNAL
⊲ Talk About It: Photograph of the
Kukulkan pyramid

Stop and Check

Talk Which characteristics did the Adena, Hopewell,
and Mississippian cultures share?
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The Adena people built the Great Serpent Mound.

Chapter 1
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45 MINUTES

Have students work together
collaboratively during the lesson.
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objects from copper, mica, and
obsidian, a volcanic glass. Like
the Adena people, the
Hopewell obtained these
materials through a far-flung
trade network.

REPORT AND
TAKE ACTION

3

INVESTIGATE

distant peoples. What is known about Adena culture comes from such
objects, which the Adena people placed in the burial mounds they built
for their dead.

18

An artist’s depiction of Cahokia about A.D. 1100

gatherers, the Adena people later began to farm. Their crops included
gourds and sunflowers.

culture. The Hopewell people were also named for a site in southern

Lesson-At-A-Glance

I have 40-45 minutes
to teach social studies
this week. I will use
the Full Inquiry Path.

Then and Now

As Europeans began to settle the Ohio and Mississippi river valleys in
the 1700s, they encountered a variety of earthen mounds. Some were

IMPACT IS

C3

INQUIRY
Curiosity is at the center of Inquiry.
Students who collaborate in inquiry-based learning experiences
become deeper thinkers and stronger communicators.
These students develop principled, balanced, and more
open views of the world which can lead to greater involvement
in and active civic contributions to our global communities.

When we are doing inquiry
activities, I like that I am doing
something, not just reading
about something.
And I like finding
evidence to back
up my thoughts.

1

Aligns to the C3 Framework’s Inquiry Arc
IMPACT’s instructional model scaffolds the inquiry process
to make it easy to implement in your classroom!

ENGAGE

INVESTIGATE

—Walter Parker, Ph.D., IMPACT Program Author

REPORT AND
TAKE ACTION

Sparking investigation of
content, encouraging critical
thinking, and inspiring more
questions to research.

Building problem solvers,
critical thinkers, and
inspired innovators!

C3 DIMENSION 1
Framing Questions and
Planning Inquiries

C3 DIMENSION 2
Gathering Content
Knowledge

C3 DIMENSION 4
Communicating Conclusions
and Taking Informed Action

Civics, Economics,
Geography, History

C3 DIMENSION 3
Evaluating Sources and
Using Evidence
Gathering and Evaluating
Sources
Making Claims Supported
with Evidence

LESSON 5
IMPACT TODAY:
What Connects Communities
Throughout the World?

CHAPTER
ESSENTIAL QUESTION

LESSON 1
What is Culture?

What Makes a
Community Unique?
LESSON 4
What Can Comparing
Different Communities Tell Us
About Global Cultures?

When we teach with inquiry, we engage students in a way
of thinking so that they will learn important content.

3

Learning begins with
curiosity, and great
questions are at the center
of learning.

Using questions helps
me to gather, organize
and think about possible
answers. The questions
we start with
help guide my
thinking.

I like talking with my
friends about what
they think and their
point of view.

2

LESSON 2
How Do People Express
Their Culture?
LESSON 3
What Do Immigrants
Add to a Community?

IMPACT IS
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CITIZENSHIP

LITERACY

Today’s students are tomorrow’s leaders.

Reading about people and events that
shape our world is relevant.

Prepare students to become active citizens locally
and globally in an ever-changing world through
reading, writing, and conversation. Students
are provided myriad opportunities to explore
the meaning of citizenship and the qualities
of good citizens, such as good sportsmanship,
fair play, sharing, respect, integrity, and taking
turns. Students become informed and engaged
citizens by using critical thinking skills and
considering multiple perspectives.

Literacy skills provide the foundation for inquiry. Students apply literacy
tools—strategies for close reading, writing, and speaking and listening—to
comprehend, critique, and synthesize social studies content.
Students read, write, and investigate for a purpose as they
analyze primary and secondary sources; explore facts
and figures; form connections to art and literary texts;
and work with an array of texts written from different
perspectives around an issue, problem, or question.
Additionally, daily instruction is enhanced through
text-based discussions, collaborative presentations,
debates, games, and questioning.

Citizenship

—U.S. Senate, October 21, 1988

52 Lesson 5
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Civic

Analyze the Source
Participating in Politics
U.S. citizens have the right to vote. Participating in
elections is not required, though. Our government
depends on people’s exercising their right to vote.
Citizens of the United States are responsible for
guiding the direction of the country. Responsible

Citizens of the United States are responsible for participating in certain
aspects of the government. William Tyler Page expressed these

Obeying the law is a civic responsibility because it contributes to the

State and federal governments use taxes for programs and projects that
better the country. Roads, government buildings, and public schools rely

One important way citizens
can participate in politics is by
expressing their opinions at
local-government meetings.

on tax money for maintenance and improvements.

Lesson 5
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Citizens can help their government
by exercising their voting rights.
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Lesson 3

From “To His Excellency General
Washington,” by Phillis Wheatley
One century scarce perform’d its destined round,
When Gallic1 powers Columbia’s2 fury found;
And so may you, whoever dares disgrace
The land of freedom’s heaven-defended race!
Fix’d are the eyes of nations on the scales,3
For in their hopes Columbia’s arm prevails.
Anon Britannia4 droops the pensive head,
While round increase the rising hills of dead.
Ah! Cruel blindness to Columbia’s state!
Lament thy thirst of boundless power too late.

My Notes

Proceed, great chief, with virtue on thy side,
Thy ev’ry action let the Goddess guide.

often respond to civic issues that affect the health, safety, and liberties
of people in the United States. Political campaigns also depend on
volunteers to reach voters.

whether someone is guilty or innocent. Without
citizens’ participation in juries, Americans could
not be guaranteed their right to due process.
Chapter 1

P R I M A RY S OU RC E

Phillis Wheatley was born in Africa. In 1761, at a very
young age, she was kidnapped from her family and brought
to North America. In Boston, she was purchased by a tailor
named John Wheatley, who later freed her. The Wheatleys
taught Phillis to read and write, which was an uncommon
practice for most slaveholders. She eventually learned Latin
and Greek. As a teenager, she began writing poetry.
Wheatley composed several of her poems in honor of the
new United States. Many of her poems show Wheatley’s
excitement about the new nation’s gaining its independence
from Great Britain. That excitement also showed
hopefulness for freedom for enslaved people.

Citizens can also contribute to the nation by volunteering. Volunteers

must judge court cases as part of a jury. In many
cases, the jury makes the final decision about

Think about how you described the Iroquois government. Discuss
the following questions with a partner. What makes a government
a democracy? Is it the way leaders are chosen, or is it the way the
government makes decisions?

Citizens participate in United States politics in
other ways. Government leaders use information
from citizens to act in the public interest. People
can write, email, or call their elected officials.
They can sign petitions to argue for change in
government. Protesting and marching are other
direct ways for citizens to express their support for
or opposition to a political position.

As a part of due process, the Sixth Amendment
guarantees the right to a trial by jury. Americans

Talk About It

• Circle words you don’t
know.
• Underline clues that help
you understand unfamiliar
words and concepts.
• Discuss why Wheatley
wrote the poem. What
does it say about her
opinions?

citizens make their voices heard.

safety of U.S. citizens. The government can also call on citizens to defend
the nation. People can sometimes be required to join the military if the
country is at war. U.S. citizens have a civic responsibility to pay taxes.

An 18th century French engraving
of Deganawida meeting with the
Iroquois Confederacy

Read Look at the text.
What is the poem about?

citizens stay informed about the issues and
candidates. Each person’s vote influences the
direction of government. Voting is one of the ways

responsibilities in his 1917 patriotic statement “The American’s Creed.” He
wrote that Americans had a duty “to love it, to support its Constitution, to
obey its laws, to respect its flag, and to defend it against all enemies.”

A Hopeful Poet

1 Inspect

How Do the Constitution and the Bill of Rights Impact Citizens?

A crown, a mansion, and a throne that shine,
With gold unfading, WASHINGTON! Be thine.

Finally, citizens may serve as public officials. Any citizen who fulfills
basic requirements is eligible to run for office. Public officials help
determine the course of the country.

Stop and Check

COLLABORATE

Perspectives Work with a partner to reread the section on civic
responsibilities. Talk about the quotation from “The American’s
Creed.” What do you think about the duties mentioned in the
Creed? What other responsibilities do you think are important for
citizens in a country?

What Do You Think?

Should Americans be required to vote?
Chapter 6
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Phillis Wheatley
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IMPACT News is a current-events
site. Through rich, curated assets, the
information provided on this site will enable
students to develop new or different
understandings of the world around them
as they keep abreast of current events.
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Whereas the original framers of the Constitution, including, most
notably, George Washington and Benjamin Franklin, are known to have
greatly admired the concepts of the Six Nations of the Iroquois
Confederacy . . .

Citizenship

(bkgd)McGraw-Hill Education

Concurrent Resolution 331

To acknowledge the contribution of the Iroquois Confederacy of Nations
to the development of the United States Constitution and to reaffirm the
continuing government-to-government relationship between Indian tribes
and the United States established in the Constitution.

1. Find a classmate that answered the
question differently than you.
2. Take turns giving your perspective and
supporting it with reasons and evidence.
3. Discuss with your classmate whether or
not you think the Iroquois Confederacy
was a democracy.

TEXT: Page, William Tyler. The Book of the American’s Creed.
The Country Life Press, 1921.; PHOTO: (bkgd, b)McGraw-Hill Education,
(c)CDC/Cade Martin

In Their Words...

Think About It
Perspectives

1. List ways the American government is
like the Iroquois Confederacy.
2. List ways the American government is
different from the Iroquois Confederacy.
3. Do you think the Iroquois Confederacy
had more similarities or more
differences with our government?

Responsibilities

(t)McGraw-Hill Education,
(b)Photo Researchers, Inc/Alamy Stock Photo
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TEXT: U.S. Congress. House. A Concurrent Resolution to Acknowledge the Contribution of the Iroquois Confederacy of Nations to the Development of the United States Constitution and to Reaffirm the
Continuing Government-to-Government Relationship between Indian tribes and the United States Established in the Constitution. HR 331. 100th Cong., 2nd sess. (October 4, 1988): H.Rept 100-1031.;
PHOTO: McGraw-Hill Education

In order to keep the Great Peace, the Iroquois people developed the
Great Law. This was a set of rules by which the Iroquois people lived.
They also set up a way for each of the tribes in the Iroquois Confederacy
to have a voice in making decisions. Representatives from all of the clans
met at the Grand Council. These representatives were chosen by the
clan mothers. The Grand Council made decisions through discussion and
compromise, or settled a dispute by each side agreeing to give up part
of what it wanted. The Grand Council continues to make decisions for the
Iroquois today.
Some historians believe the Iroquois government influenced the plan
of the American government. In fact, in 1988 the U.S. Senate passed a
resolution acknowledging the influence of the Iroquois Confederacy on
the U.S. Constitution. But just how much did the Iroquois Confederacy
influence our government? How democratic was the Iroquois
Confederacy?

Build Citizenship
Justice

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education
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Does the Iroquois Confederacy Resemble

Our Government?

1 Gallic powers: France
2 Columbia: a female symbol of the United States
3 Fix’d are the eyes of nations on the scales: many nations
are interested in the outcome of the war
4 Britannia: a female symbol of Great Britain

Reread Examine the line
“Proceed, great chief, with
virtue on thy side, / Thy
ev’ry action let the
Goddess guide.”
What evidence tells you
Wheatley’s opinion of
Washington? What other
evidence in the poem tells
you what Wheatley thinks
Washington deserves?
How might those things
conflict with what
Washington himself
probably thinks he
deserves?

3 Make Connections
Talk What is
Wheatley’s opinion
COLLABORATE
of Great Britain?
How can you tell from the
language she uses in the
poem?

Chapter 5

What Was It Like to Live During the Revolution?

What are

2 Find Evidence

?

Foldables are interactive graphic
organizers that can be used to enhance
vocabulary, strengthen note-taking
skills, and unlock content.
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IMPACT BUILDS

IMPACT TEACHES

Nurture critical competencies.

IMPACT Social Studies ensures that the language learning that
Lesson Outcomes
occurs in social studies is especially valuable for English Learners,
What Am I Learning?
because it expands their language development in new directions
In this lesson, you’re going to use your investigative skills to
examine how early Native American groups living in different
regions developed special characteristics.
as they engage with the content.

Language
Objectives
• Use newly acquired
content and academic
vocabulary to talk
and write about early
Native American
groups.
• Describe information
in maps and on a time
line.
• Name some common
and proper nouns.

LESSON QUESTION

How Did the Characteristics of Early
Native American Groups Develop?

As you read, explain any words that
students don’t know. Provide support to help them understand the time line. Have
students find point 0. Ask: What letters tell us the period before point 0? (B.C.) What
letters tell us the period after point 0? (A.D.) What do the blue numbers mean? Who are
the earliest people in the time line? What civilizations came later?

How Will I Know That I Learned It?

Introduce the Lesson

You will be able to analyze information to identify the
The Olmec/The Maya (pages 13–15)
characteristics of early Native American groups,
give an opinion
Leveled
Support
about how their surroundings influenced
the development of
Entering & Emerging
these characteristics, and support your opinion with evidence.

Set Purpose Explain to students that in this lesson they will read informational texts to
learn how the environment affected the way of life of early Native American groups.

Read aloud the first sentence on page 13.
Point out that authors use the word about before a date or number when they're not sure
of the exact date or number. Have students find other examples in the text of approximate
dates. Point out that authors use the word between before two dates to talk about the
period covered by the two dates or numbers. Ask: How much time is covered in the
phrase “between A.D. 250 and 900” on page 14? (650 years) Call on a volunteer to read
the sentence “During the Classic Period, the Maya world grew to more than 40 cities,
each with a population between 5,000 and 50,000.” Ask: What can you guess about the
size of the different cities? (Some cities were quite small, and others were much larger.)

Access Prior Knowledge Tell students that Native American groups lived in North

America long before Europeans arrived. Ask: Have you ever seen examples of Native
American culture at a museum or seen pictures in books? Do you know about any Native
American groups?

Spark Curiosity Have students look at the stone calendar on page 15 of the Research

Companion. Explain that it was created by an early Native American group called the
Aztec more than 500 years ago. It was discovered in 1790, buried underneath the zocalo,
or central square, in Mexico City. Tell students that the Aztecs and Maya used the same
type of calendar: one year had 18 months and each month had 20 days.

PRODUCTIVE

To support Spanish
speakers, point out the
cognates.
analyze = analizar
evidence = evidencia
connections =
conexiones
investigate = investigar
symbols = sÍmbolos

Chapter 1

Have students work in pairs to compare the Aztec calendar with a modern
calendar. Ask: How are they similar and different? (Both represent a year,
months, and days. However, modern calendars have 12 months and between
28 and 31 days per month.)

Talk About It

(expository) essay is a genre of writing that provides facts, examples, and explanations
about a topic in a logical sequence. Students should include evidence and details from
the text in their essays. Encourage them to use the new vocabulary words they have
learned. Check their work for spelling, punctuation, and grammatical errors.

informational (expository) texts that give facts, examples, and explanations about a
topic. They include headings, maps, time lines, diagrams, and photographs. As you read
“Early Humans in North America,” explain any words that students don’t know. Support
understanding of the information in the map on page 9. Ask: What do the yellow areas
show? What are the blue areas? What is the pink area? Do all of these areas exist today?
What regions are Siberia and Alaska part of? Where are the people and animals going?
Where did they come from? Encourage students to respond in complete sentences.

Common and Proper Nouns Remind students that common nouns name general

Language
in this image was built by early people.
What
Transfer
do you think this structure was used for?

things and proper nouns name a specific person, place, or thing, such as the names of
people, countries, cities, and historical periods. Write the chart on the board. Ask: What
is the difference between the way we write common and proper nouns? (Proper nouns
begin with capital letters.)

the selections in the Research Companion. Tell them that the graphic organizer will help
them organize the information they read. Check that they understand the meaning of
the column headings: Location, Surroundings, Way of Life. Point out that surroundings
and environment have a similar meaning. Say: "Location" and "surroundings" tell where
a place is or where people live. "Way of life" refers to how people lived. When refers to
dates or the time something happened. Ask: Where is our school located? (Which city
and state?) What can we see in our surroundings? (inside and outside the classroom) Are
our surroundings different from long ago? In what ways?

Common Nouns

Proper Nouns

boy

Carlos

country

Mexico

early people

Maya

historical period

Classic Period

Lesson 1
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6

Point out that days of the week,
months, languages, and
nationalities are capitalized in
English. Most initial letters of
words in book and movie titles
are also capitalized, e.g.,
The Secret Garden, My
Neighbor Totoro.

Have students work in pairs to locate some proper nouns in the texts. Call on
volunteers to say them aloud and add them to the chart. As a challenge, ask
them to name the common noun for each proper noun.

The Land and Native Peoples of North America

Component: TE_Lesson_LL

Encourage students to
include an introduction, key
details about the Native
American group, and a
concluding sentence.

COLLABORATE

Language
Forms
& Conventions
Look at
the Details
The ancient structure

Inquiry Tools (pages 10–11) Tell students they will Analyze Information as they read

Vendor: Lumina

Bridging & Reaching

Report Your Findings (pages 12–13) Explain to students that an informational

Inquiry Journal

Program: NASS

Encourage students to use
words such as because, so,
due to, as a result to signal
the effects of the group’s
surroundings on their way
of life.

Inquiry Journal

Analyze the Source (pages 8–9) Tell students that in this lesson they will read

T018_T019_NASS_TE_G5_CH01_L01_LL_691424.indd

Developing & Expanding

preview the headings and photos and predict the kinds of environments these early
peoples lived in. Ask: What kind of environment is shown in the photo on page 16? How is
it different from the environment shown in the photo on page 19?

COLLABORATE

T18

Help students form complete
sentences from their notes.

Early Desert Peoples/The Mound Builders (pages 16–19) Have students

Build Meaning & Support Language
Spanish
Cognates

Have students discuss how the
cultures they read about are
similar to or different from our
way of life today.

After you read the second paragraph on page 10, point out the word which in each
sentence. Point out the two commas around the phrase “which scientists call Beringia”
and explain that this phrase gives us more information about the land bridge—it tells us
its name. Ask: What does the phrase “which included elephant-like wooly mammoths and
mastodons” tell us more about? (the animals that early humans hunted)

How Did the Characteristics of Early Native American Groups Develop?
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INQUIRY JOURNAL,
pp. 6–7
Program: NA SS
Component: IWJ
006-013_SS_SE_IWJ_G5_CH01_L1_691409_9673.indd

Vendor: Lumina

McGraw-Hill Education
is committed to providing
English Learners
appropriate support as
they simultaneously learn
content and language. As an
organization, we recognize
that the United States is
culturally and linguistically
diverse and value the
backgrounds growing
population of English
Learners bring to school.
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IMPACT Social Studies provides
children with the tools they need
to complete daily tasks, meet
challenges, and interact with
others in positive, effective,
and ethical ways.
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Built upon McGraw-Hill’s
Guiding Principles for English Learners

Program: NA SS

Component: IWJ

Vendor: Lumina

Grade: 5

Self-Awareness
Chapter 1
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Recognize Strengths
Self-Confidence

09:48PM

Social Awareness
Develop Perspective
Build Empathy
Value Diversity
Respect
Flexible Behavior

PDF Pass

Why Am I Learning It?

Reading and talking about these early Native American groups
will help you understand how the regions in which they lived
affected the development of their special characteristics.

Social Emotional
Learning

How Will I Know That I Learned It?

You will be able to analyze information to identify the
characteristics of early Native American groups, give an opinion
about how their surroundings influenced the development of
these characteristics, and support your opinion with evidence.

Talk About It

COLLABORATE

6

Lesson 1

The Kukulkan pyramid in Mexico was built by the Maya people.

Chapter 1
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Grade: 5

English Learners SCAFFOLD

Relationship Skills

PDF Pass

Social Emotional
Learning

Use the following scaffolds to support student understanding of the
lesson outcomes.

Relationship Skills

Entering and Emerging

Use a map to point to different regions of North America where early Native
American groups lived. Ask: Is the weather the same in all these places? Where
is it cold in the winter? Where is it hot most of the year? Have students point to
regions of the map.

Developing and Expanding

Use a map to point to different regions of North America where early Native
American groups lived. Ask them to think about how the regions are different
in terms of their weather and the types of landscapes (mountains, desert, etc.).
Have students describe some of the differences using short sentences.

Engage with Others To
develop their relationship
skills, students need to
engage in positive interactions
with other children and
adults. Before students
discuss the image, help them
plan for their Collaborative
Conversation. Ask: How can
you demonstrate to others
that you value their ideas?

Use a map to point to different regions of North America where early Native

• Scaffold to Support AccessAmerican groups lived. Ask: Is the weather the same in all these places? Where
Bridging and Reaching

Ask students to think about how living in regions with different types of climate,
land, and so on might affect what early Native Americans could do in those
places. Elicit ideas about how they might have had different types of housing,
grown different foods, and so on. List them on the board.

is it cold in the winter? Where is it hot most of the year? Have students point to
regions of the map.
Lesson 1
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• Create Affirming Cultural Spaces
Developing and Expanding
• Engage Home to Enrich Instruction

Social Emotional
Learning

Communicate Effectively
Engage with Others
Build Relationships
Teamwork
Solve Problems
Value Ideas of Others

What Am I Learning?

Use the following scaffolds to support student understanding of the
• Teach Structure and Form lesson outcomes.

• Foster Interaction

Identify Problems
Analyze Situations
Evaluate Situations
Reflect
Ethical Responsibility

Relationship
Skills

In this lesson, you’re going to use your investigative skills to
examine how early Native American groups living in different
regions developed special characteristics.

Look at the Details The ancient structure
in this image was built by early people. What
do you think this structure was used for?

McGraw-Hill Education’s
Guiding Principles
for
Supporting
English Learners

Decision-Making
Skills

Lesson Outcomes

• Provide Specialized Instruction

Entering and Emerging
• Develop Language in Context

Set Goals
Organize Initiative
Independence
Self-Motivation
Maintain Focus

How Did the
Characteristics of
Early Native American
Groups Develop?

1

Lesson

English Learners SCAFFOLD

• Cultivate Meaning

Self-Regulation

The Kukulkan pyramid in Mexico was built by the Maya people.
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?

Reading and talking about these early Native American groups
will help you understand how the regions in which they lived
Research Companion
Cross-Cultural
The First Hunter-Gatherers (pages 10–12)
affected
the development of their specialConnection
characteristics.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education
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IMPACT supports teachers
as they adapt the instruction
to meet the language needs
in their students.

IMPACT Social Studies supports
students in mastering themselves
and how they interact with the
world. Social Emotional Learning
brings together affective and
cognitive learning and social
behavior.

Why Am I Learning It?

LESSON 1 LANGUAGE LEARNERS

By focusing on language
development, all students
can participate and engage
in meaningful discussions

Social Emotional Learning is one
of the most important factors in
predicting school success.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education
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Lesson

Support all Language Learners.

THE WHOLE CHILD

How Did the
Characteristics of
Early Native American
Groups Develop?

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education
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Use a map to point to different regions of North America where early Native

• Promote Multilingualism American groups lived. Ask them to think about how the regions are different

in terms of their weather and the types of landscapes (mountains, desert, etc.).
Have students describe some of the differences using short sentences.

Engage with Others To
develop their relationship
skills, students need to
engage in positive interactions
with other children and
adults. Before students
discuss the image, help them
plan for their Collaborative
Conversation. Ask: How can
you demonstrate to others
that you value their ideas?

Chapter-level School
to Home letters deepen
the connection between
community and classroom,
supporting social
emotional development.

GO TO

mheonline.com/Impact
Are you ready to make an IMPACT?
1
Log in to the IMPACT Social
Studies digital book bag.

VARIETY and DEPTH

of ASSETS

Digital Tools at mheonline.com/Impact
1

ENGAGE

Resources in Engage will help
you launch students on their
investigative journeys.

ePresentation

All of the student and
teacher print materials are
available digitally, plus more!
Choose your grade level
and click the launch button.

Vocabulary games, interactive
maps, and timelines are found
digitally. Chapter and lesson
videos enhance the student
experience. Teachers can add
their own content.

The Investigate section includes
chapter, lesson, and additional
resources related to the topic.

ePresentation

Share a Chapter or Lesson Video
to spark student interest.

Display chapter-level content for
whole class instruction.

Introduce content vocabulary
with Explore Words and Song
Connections.

Model how to edit Inquiry Tools
Graphic Organizers.

Launch the Inquiry Project to
promote collaboration.

Display Research It tiles.
Share Lesson Videos for further
enrichment on lesson topics.

3

REPORT AND
TAKE ACTION

In the Report Your Findings
section, students demonstrate
their understanding of the chapter
content and vocabulary.

ePresentation

Provide a checklist to make sure
students have covered all areas of
the Inquiry Project with EQ Take
Action.
Encourage students to find ways
to make an IMPACT in their own
communities with Connections in
Action.

Project and read IMPACT Explorer
Magazine articles to deepen
student understanding.
eBook

Click on the icon to access the
Inquiry Journal to start students
on their journey.

Interactive IMPACT

3

INVESTIGATE

eBook

eBook

Access the Research Companion
and IMPACT Explorer Magazine
online.

Interactive IMPACT

Click the icon to access the
Inquiry Journal to Take Action.
Click the icon to access the
Research Companion for
Connections in Action.
Interactive IMPACT

Assign student content, including
digital-only content.

Explore interactive Time Lines,
iMaps, and InfoGraphics.

Resources include:

Stay up to date on current events
with IMPACT News.

Assign Word Play activities to
give students the opportunity
to demonstrate their
understanding of chapter
vocabulary.

Access the More to Investigate
section to extend student learning.

Wrap up students’
investigations with Report Your

• Engage with the EQ
• Chapter Video
• Inquiry Project
• Lesson Question
• Talk About It
• Analyze the Source
• Inquiry Tools Graphic Organizer
(Printable and Online)

Findings.

DIGITAL

2

2

PRINT and DIGITAL

FIDELITY
Digital resources invite
students to explore new
people, places and ideas
and to engage with content,
enhance students’ critical
thinking skills, and inspire
students to learn more.
THESE RESOURCES
INCLUDE:
• eBooks that can be
accessed anywhere,
anytime
• ePresentations to
extend learning

ENGAGE
• Introduce content vocabulary with
Explore Words
• Share a Chapter or Lesson video
to spark interest
• Start students on their inquiry journey

INVESTIGATE
• Display content for whole
class instruction
• Access all student materials digitally
• Stay up to date with the current
events site, IMPACT News

• Interactive IMPACT to
make content come alive
and fun for students

REPORT AND TAKE ACTION
• Encourage students to make an
IMPACT in their own communities
with Connections in Action
• Assign Word Play activities for student
to demonstrate their understanding of
chapter vocabulary
• Interactively report findings and cite
evidence from investigations

ASSESSMENT
IMPACT’s frequent and measurable
assessment is the cornerstone of
effective teaching as it shines a light
on areas of mastery and helps to drive
instruction.
Formal assessment includes multiple
choice, short response, and extended
response. The tests can be taken directly
online or printed off for a paper and
pencil task.

ASSESSMENT
Assessment of student learning is informed
by formative discussion, writing prompts,
and lesson specific rubrics to measure
student comprehension of the core content,
engagement, and students’ application of
Inquiry Tools!

Effective social studies programs
provide daily opportunities for
students to gain new knowledge,
produce questions and ideas, and
receive feedback to keep them
immersed in a productive cycle of
learning.
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5 Benchm

Teach with Confidence.
At McGraw-Hill Education, we are your partner
in professional learning. From point-of-use
expert videos to point-of-use teacher support
notes, you will be well supported throughout
the instructional journey.

Point-of-Use Teaching Support

Ongoing Professional Learning

Point-of-use quick tips and features designed
to give you the confidence to be the expert in
the subject area are found in both the print and
digital Teacher’s Editions. They are designed to
provide support at the teaching moment.

IMPACT Social Studies brings the experts to
you by providing learning modules that focus
on a set of best practices in social studies
pedagogy, such as:
• How to teach with primary and
secondary sources
• How to support Language Learners
in the content areas
• How to teach with and for inquiry in
social studies
• How to address sensitive topics in
your classroom

ll Education
McGraw-Hi
© 2019
Copyright

Chapter
Grade 1,

LEARNING with IMPACT

Once you are in your course, click on
Getting Started, then you will see the
Professional Learning button.

Available assessments include pretests,
benchmark tests, lesson tests, chapter
tests, mid-year and end-of-year tests.

Chapte

PROFESSIONAL

ark Test

71

Digital Tools
Digital Tool notes help you determine
how and why to blend your students’
learning experience.
Options for flexible use

Chapter-At-A-Glan

People You Should Know  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 8

group that you’ll study in this chapter. Create a poster or diorama to
showcase an aspect of this group’s daily life before the 1500s. You

Perspectives

depict the group’s spiritual or cultural traditions, government, or
economy. Think about how location and surroundings affected the
group’s daily life. Prepare a museum plaque to describe your visual.

Are Women and African Americans
of the Revolution Overlooked?

2 How Can We Get Along With Each Other?  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 16
Talk Lesson
About
It
COLLABORATE

Project
Checklist
The
Two
Goats and the Bridge  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 17

Have students share what they know about Native Americans with a partner.

Talk About It

• Students imagine their roles
Inquiry Project
Showour
What Life
was Like... FPO
in creating
future.

Lesson 4
Native Americans
of the Plains

Inquiry Project

Lesson 3 How Should Citizens Treat Each Other?  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 24
Research and gather information from reliable sources.

Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division [LC-USZ62-53202]

(bkgd)McGraw-Hill Education, (r)Nancy Carter/North Wind Picture Archives

You may wish to work with students to choose their own Essential Question, Inquiry
Project, and related research questions. In addition to your feedback, have students
preview chapter materials and discuss ideas with classmates to help develop possible
questions and projects. Once chosen, have students explain why their Essential Question
s important to them and toWomen
others.
fought for the right to vote and won.

Have students record their question, project idea, and initial supporting research
questions using the Student EQ Inquiry Project pages found at my.mheducation.com.
34

Lesson 4 Why Do We Vote?

Emerging

2

Chapter 1

People You Should Know

Provide students with sentence starters to focus their writing.

Work with students to identify the strongest information to describe their
chosen group.
Ken Karp/McGraw-Hill Education

Chapter1 1The
The
Land
and
People
Before
Columbus
Chapter
Land
and
People
Before
Columbus

Chapter 5

Lesson 4

265

24/05/18

PDF Pass

09:56AM

Robert Smalls

Clara Barton

Robert Smalls was born into slavery in 1839.
During the Civil War, Smalls escaped the
South and became a naval hero for the
Union. As an enslaved man, Smalls worked
on a steamship that carried guns and
ammunition for the Confederacy. He and
other African Americans on board seized
control of the ship. They brought it to the
Union Army. Smalls worked with Union
forces and became the first African
American ship captain in U.S. service.

Clara Barton was born in Massachusetts in
1821. Barton was working in the U.S. Patent
Office in Washington, D.C., when the Civil War
began. She soon volunteered to help the
troops. Barton organized and delivered
medicine and medical supplies. Soon after,
she started serving as a nurse and earned the
nickname “Angel of the Battlefield.” After the
war, Barton continued to offer aid to soldiers
and founded the American Red Cross in 1881.

Use the following scaffolds to support student understanding of the Inquiry
Projects.

Entering

Neighbors Help
ineach
a Storm
Provide students with labels for
part of their exhibit, and have them create
The weather report says a
the art.
hurricane is coming. It’s a big
406

Chapter 8

The Civil War and Reconstruction

Emerging

storm. There could be flooding.
It’s a weather emergency!
How do communities stay safe?
Neighbors help each other!

Before a Hurricane

Encourage students to use a bulleted list to describe their chosen group.

Developing

Neighbors help cover
windows with boards.

During a Hurricane
Neighbors pick up
neighbors in boats.

Provide students with sentence starters to focus
their writing.
After a Hurricane
Neighbors help each other
clean up their community.

Expanding

A hurricane is a big windy
storm, usually with lots of

Social Emotional
Learning
Demonstrates
Creativity Students need

to express their creativity in
thinking and communicating.
As students plan their Inquiry
Project, encourage students
to consider innovative ways to
complete their project. Ask:
What are some interesting
ways you could present
information about the Native
American group you chose?

Remind students to elaborate on
their
ideas
using specific details.
rain. Why
might that
be a
weather emergency?

Bridging and Reaching

26

Chapter 2 Our Community

Work with students to identify the strongest information to describe their
chosen group.

Digital Tools
Blended Learning
Spark student interest with the
EQ Chapter Video– The Land
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to
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Finally, citizens may serve as public officials. Any citizen who fulfills

to express their creativity in
thinking and communicating.
As students plan their Inquiry
Project, encourage students
to consider innovative ways to
complete their project. Ask:
What are some interesting
ways you could present
information about the Native
American group you chose?

Chapter
Chapter 11 How
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• Students develop skills to
take responsible, informed
action.

Spark student interest with the
EQ Chapter Video– The Land
and People Before Columbus.

Lesson 4 Why Do We Vote?

⊲ Activ

can
participate in politics
is by
local-government
meetings.
expressing their opinions at
local-government meetings.

Demonstrates
Creativity Students need

Digital Tools

wi

pp. 2

Short on Time?

Social Emotional
Learning

Blended Learning

U.S. citizens have the right to vote. Participating in

other ways. Government leaders use information
Citizens participate in United States politics
in
U People
from citizens to act in the public interest.
ES T IO
other ways. Government leaders use information
can write, email, or call their elected officials.
from citizens to act in the public interest. People
One important way citizens
They can sign petitions to argue for change in
can participate in politics is by can write, email, or call their elected officials.
government. Protesting and marching are other
expressing
their
One
important
wayopinions
citizens at
They can sign petitions to argue for change in

• Students utilize disciplinary
tools to evaluate sources and
use evidence.

3

Bridging and Reaching

Students can vote
to make choices
in class.

INQUIRY JOURNAL, pp. 2–3

Deborah Sampson disguised
herself as a man so she could
join the Continental Army.

Grade: 5

Developing

Chapter 1

The Land and People Before Columbus

T12
T12

Component: RC

Encourage students to use a bulleted list to describe their chosen group.

3

1

T

Participating in Politics

elections is not required, though. Our government
U.S.
citizenson
have
the right
to vote. Participating
depends
people’s
exercising
their right toinvote.
elections
required,
though.are
Ourresponsible
governmentfor
Citizensisofnot
the
United States
depends
people’s
exercising
their right
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guidingon
the
direction
of the country.
Responsible
⊲
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Chapter
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of stay
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for
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informed
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issues and
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direction
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country.
Responsible
candidates.
EachInquiry
person’s vote
influences the
⊲ Chapter
Project
citizens stay informed about the issues and
direction of government. Voting is one of the ways
NT
⊲ Explore
Words
candidates.
Each person’s
vote influences the
SE I
citizens make their voices heard.
direction of government. Voting is one of the ways
Citizens
United States politics in
citizens
makeparticipate
their voicesinheard.

Have
Projec
oppo

Finally,
citizens mayisserve
as public
Any
citizen
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basic
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eligible
to runofficials.
for office.
Public
officials
help
basic
requirements
is eligible
run for office. Public officials help
determine
the course
of thetocountry.
determine the course of the country.

4 Digital Tools at my.mheduc

Stop and Check
Stop and Check

Remind students to elaborate on their ideas using specific details.

English Learners SCAFFOLD

Vendor: Lumina

Provide students with labels for each part of their exhibit, and have them create
the art.

Chapter 1

• IMPACT content and literacy
focus allows you to teach
social studies your way.

RESE

• Resources can be used
Participating in Politics
flexibly.
pp. 2–5

Expanding

30

Program: NA SS

The Land and People Before Columbus

Entering

to everyone. All of the votes are

258-265_SS_SE_RC_G5_CH05_L4_692875_127137.indd
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Chapter 1

You may wishpaper.
to work
students
tovote
choose
Youwith
can say
“Yay” to
yes their own Essential Question, Inquiry
Project, and related
research
In addition to your feedback, have students
and “Nay”
to vote questions.
no.
preview chapterYour
materials
and vote
discuss
ideas with classmates to help develop possible
class might
on which
questions andfield
projects.
Once
chosen,
have students explain why their Essential Question
trip to go
on. Each
student
to vote.
way it is fair
is important togets
them
and That
to others.
Have studentscounted.
recordThe
their
question,
project idea, and initial supporting research
class
will go on
questions using
EQ Inquiry
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trip Student
with the most
votes. Project pages found at my.mheducation.com.

Connections in Action
 .  .  . to
 .  . vote.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 42
the right

Choose Your Inquiry (Optional) vii

Make a plaque for your museum display.

My Research Plan
Write down any research questions you have that will help you plan your
project. You can add questions as you carry out your research.

Choose Your Inquiry (Optional)
There are different ways to vote. You can
raise your hand. You can write your vote on

James Armistead,
who was an
enslaved African,
risked his life to spy
for the colonists.

Discuss the Essential Question with students and what life might have been like for Native
Primary
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 36
Americans in the days before
European
settlement.
Then have students brainstorm in
In the
past, not everyone
could vote.
Perspectives:
Has
Really
Changed?
There was
a Life
time when
American
women  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 39
pairs research questions
that
are
"just
right,"
neither
too
general nor too specific.
were not allowed to vote. Women wanted

Discuss with a partner who you think lived in the Americas
before the arrival of the Europeans and what their lives might
have been like. As you read and research, look for answers to
any questions you have. Let’s get started!

Create a museum display to communicate the information you
found in your research.

English Learners

Why Do We Vote?

Voting for Choices

have learned about how women and African Americans
helped the war effort.

Write down any research questions you have that will help you plan
your project. You can add questions as you carry out your research.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education
PHOTO: (t)McGraw-Hill Education

4

Present your monument to the class. Explain what you

My Research Plan
Discuss the
Inquiry
Project
with
students.
Lesson
4 Why
Do We
Vote?
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Review
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . each
 .  .  .  .  .  .step
 .  .  .  .  . of
 .  .  .the
 .  . 30project and the
evaluation rubric. Tell
students
that
they
Chart
and Graph
Skill:
Fieldwill
Tripuse
Ideainformation
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .from
 .  .  .  .  . the
31 chapter and from
ndependent research
to complete the project.
Primary Source: Suffragette Photograph  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 34

make a choice. Americans get to choose
Chapter 1 3
the leadersNewsie
of the government.
Source:
Photograph  .  .  .  .  .

Research and gather information from reliable sources. 2

about how your monument could compare with them.

Show What LifeCitizenship:
was Like...
Helping Others  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 29

Talk About It

Research and gather information from reliable sources.

• Paired texts provide
leveled support.

Draw or make a model of your monument.

Make a plaque for your museum display.

Decide on an aspect of the group’s daily life or culture that you’d
like to explore.

FPO

Make a plaque for your museum display.
before the arrival of the Europeans and what their lives might
have been like. As you read and research, look for answers to
any questions you have. Let’s get started!Lesson
SCAFFOLD
Discuss the Essential Question with students and what life might have
like for Native
My been
Research
Plan
Americans in the days before European settlement. Then have students brainstorm in
pairs research questions that are "just right," neither too general nor
toodown
specific.
Write
any research questions you have that will help you plan your
Use the following scaffolds to support student understanding of the Inquiry
Projects.
project. You can add questions as you carry out your research.

• Who were some individuals you learned about, and
how do they represent the larger groups?
• Think about other monuments you have seen, and think

Create a museum display to communicate the information you
Perspectives:
Which Project Is Better?  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 27
found in your research.

Choose a Native American group from the chapter that you’d like
to research.

Discuss the Inquiry Project with students. Review each step of the project
anda the
Create
museum display to communicate the information you
evaluation rubric. Tell students that they will use information from the chapter and from
Talk
About It
INQUIRY
JOURNAL,
INQUIRY JOURNAL, pp. 2–3
found in your research.
independent research to complete the project.
pp. 2–3Discuss with a partner who you
think lived in the Americas

• Make an outline of the ways women and African
Americans contributed to the war.

Decide on an aspect of the group’s daily life or culture that you’d
like to explore.

COLLABORATE

Project Checklist

COLLABORATE

Consider what your monument should look like.

Citizenship: Cooperation and Compromise .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 22

of the Eastern
Woodlands

In this chapter, you’ll read about how groups of early humans
migrated across the Americas and formed civilizations. You’ll
explore their cultures and daily lives to develop an
understanding of how location influenced their ways of life.
Your explorations will help you answer the Essential Question,
and the Inquiry Project will give you an opportunity to pull
your ideas together.

In this chapter, you’ll read about how groups of early humans
migrated across the Americas and formed civilizations. You’ll
Choose a Native American group from the chapter that you’d like
COLLABORATE
explore their cultures and daily lives to develop an
to research.
understanding of how locationHave
influenced
their
wayswhat
of life.
students
share
they know about Native Americans with a partner.
Decide on an aspect of the group’s daily life or culture that you’d
Your explorations will help you answer the Essential Question,
like to explore.
and the
FPOInquiry Project will give you an opportunity to pull
your ideas together.

Lesson 3
California and
Pacific Northwest
Peoples

Work with a partner. Design a monument that honors the
contributions of women or African Americans during the war.

Choose a Native American group from the chapter that you’d like
to research.

• Focused-language study
helps students learn
academic vocabulary.

• The study of domains
provokes and inspires civic
engagement and global
citizenship.

(bkgd)McGraw-Hill
Education
(bkgd)McGraw-Hill
Education

mightYou
focus onKnow?
the group’s tools,
Did
 . clothing,
 .  .  .  .or .shelter,
 .  .  . or . you .  .might
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .14

Where and How Did Native
Americans Live Before the
Arrival of Europeans?

Lesson 1
Early Peoples of
North America

• Pacing and instructional
pathways to honor your time.

2 INV

N

Read Have students read the opening paragraph together.

My Research Plan

A museum has asked you
to design  .a display
Community
Laws
 .  .  . for . a . Native
 .  .  .American
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .12

Lesson 5 How Have In
Rights
and
America,
adultResponsibilities
citizens have the right
vote. Voting
gives  .everybody
ChangedtoOver
Time?
 .  .  .  .  .  . a .  .chance
 .  .  .  . to
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 36

ES T IO

A museum has asked you to design a display for a Native American
group that you’ll study in this chapter. Create a poster or diorama to
showcase an aspect of this group’s daily life before the 1500s. You
might focus on how the group obtained water, food, tools, clothing,
or shelter, or you might show depictions of the groups spiritual and/
or cultural traditions, government or economy. Prepare a museum
plaque to describe your visual.

• Geography, Economics,
History, and Civics are woven
together for rigorous content
learning.

ES

Lesson 2
Native Americans
of the Desert
Southwest

Inquiry
How
Do Project
Rules and Laws Help Us?  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .10

Voting Is a Right
My Research
Plan

?

Inquiry Project
Show What Life Was Like . . .

Lesson 2
A museum has asked you to design a display for a Native American
Native Americans
of the Desert
group that you’ll study in this chapter. Create a poster or diorama
to
Southwest
Lesson 3
showcase an aspect of this group’s daily life before the 1500s.
You
California and
Pacific Northwest
might focus on how the group obtained water, food, tools, clothing,
Peoples
or shelter, or you might show depictions of the groups spiritual
Lesson 4and/
Native Americans
of the Plains
or cultural traditions, government or economy. Prepare a museum
Lesson 5
plaque to describe your visual.
Native Americans

NT
SE I

U

Read Have students
the
paragraph together.
Showread
What Life
Was opening
Like . . .

Biography: Elizabeth Cady Stanton  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 35

Show What Life Was Like . . .

(t)Brian Blanco/Getty Images News/Getty Images, (c)Scott Olson/Getty Images News/Getty Images,
(b)Scott Houston/Alamy Stock Photo

Lesson 1

Inquiry Project

Where and How Did Native
• Students
understand citizens
EQ Americans Live Before the
Where and How
Did Native
are active
members
of society
Americans
Live
Before of
the Europeans?
Arrival
Arrival of Europeans?
and belong to a community. Project Checklist
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